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KEY FINDINGS

- **High-tech small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have emerged as key new players in China’s industrial policy**: They have the potential to specialize in niche markets, develop domestic alternatives to foreign inputs and reinforce China’s industrial chain. Beijing has established a comprehensive support system for these firms, as originally outlined in the Made in China 2025 strategy.

- **The emergence of an “accelerator state” in China marks a dramatic extension of the industrial focus of Chinese policymakers towards smaller companies**: Previous industrial policy primarily directed resources to larger firms to achieve strategic goals. Smaller firms are now seen as valuable sources of innovation.

- **Beijing’s tiered-cultivation system combines state guidance with market forces**: China has developed a dynamic multi-level evaluation and support system, active at the local, provincial and national levels, to first identify specialized high-tech SMEs and then fast-track their growth.

- **Government-certified high-tech SMEs are labeled as “Specialized SMEs” or “Little Giants”**: They benefit from a comprehensive system of direct and indirect state support. But these firms cannot rest on their laurels as the system is set up to promote competition and after three years the government support has to be earned once again.

- **Officials are channeling ever more finance towards high-tech companies**: Beijing has mobilized public financial institutions and is pushing private investors to direct capital towards government-certified start-ups and SMEs, worth tens of billions of yuan. The government has increased loan financing through the banking system and expanded access to equity markets for high-tech SMEs.

- **The support system seeks to cover all the needs of its SMEs**: The government is encouraging all state-connected entities to help high-tech SMEs. This means more state subsidies and R&D support, increased collaboration with universities and research institutes and a more favorable intellectual property system. Officials are also directing large firms to act as financiers, clients and mentors.

- **The model presents both risks and rewards**: The system is channeling more funding to high-tech SMEs. Several state-backed firms such as Leaderdrive and Endovastec in the robotics and MedTech sectors are advancing self-reliance in core technologies. Yet, there are also signs of weaknesses. The system relies on the capacity of officials to identify the most promising firms, which may be flawed. Support measures could result in significant bad investments and misuse of funds.

- **Foreign companies need to be prepared for the challenge**: Foreign manufacturing firms ought to be wary of the large pool of state-backed SMEs which could target their core business area. In addition to increasing competition within China, Little Giants have already begun their entry into foreign markets.
1. THE NEW PLAYERS ON BEIJING’S TEAM: SMES ENTER THE STAGE OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY

“High-quality small and medium-sized enterprises have strong innovation capabilities and good growth potential. They are the basic force for improving the stability and competitiveness of the industrial supply chain and an important driver for promoting high-quality economic development.”

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

1.1 China evolves its gameplan: The start of state-led SME acceleration

One of the most significant evolutions in China’s industrial policy approach is its recent focus on cultivating high-tech SMEs. Officials are striving to boost the development of China’s most promising and innovative small firms by combining the allocative and entrepreneurial benefit of the market with state guidance. The end goal is to create an Olympic team of SMEs which not only rise to the top of China’s domestic market, but also can succeed at the international level.

The emergence of an “accelerator state” in China marks a dramatic extension of the industrial focus of Chinese policymakers towards smaller companies, true to the “new-style national team” approach to reaching strategic goals. Beijing’s original model was marked by large-scale projects, the creation of new markets and the fostering of national champions. State support was more concentrated on fewer and larger firms, along the lines of mantras such as holding to the “commanding heights” of the economy and “picking the winners.” Beijing’s playbook has been expanded from prodding and funding large firms to pursue national goals, to nurturing a large pool of potential winners and harnessing market forces to help pick the final winners.

The government has gained a new appreciation for the importance of private enterprises and small firms as drivers of innovation. In emerging markets and sectors with continual technological innovation, Beijing realizes that SMEs can act as key actors in experimenting with new technology, production methods and business models. In other areas where established players already dominate the market, SMEs can occupy niche markets or have a role as critical suppliers. Larger firms still play a central role, but Beijing is attempting to enhance the contribution of smaller firms.

High-tech SMEs such as BWT Beijing, Leaderdrive and Endovastec have developed domestic alternatives to foreign inputs and are gradually reinforcing China’s industrial chain. In 2021, BWT Beijing and Leaderdrive both ranked second in terms of domestic market share for their respective main products, namely semiconductor lasers and harmonic reducers (a core component for robots). Leaderdrive has been lauded by the Chinese Institute of Electronics for its success in achieving breakthroughs in “bottleneck” technologies and developing robotics core technologies. In the medical device sector, Endovastec developed the first indigenously-made abdominal aortic stent graft, and its aortic products occupy 28 percent of the domestic market.

Scores of innovative SMEs now receive a plethora of government benefits as part of the newly formed acceleration system. Like a sports coach developing elite athletes, Beijing is rolling out a raft of measures to boost their growth and cultivate thousands of firms of similarly high caliber. Promising candidates are granted special status as government cer-
tified high-tech SMEs and ranked according to their abilities. The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) has identified more than 70,000 “Specialized SMEs” (专精特新中小企业), and over 12,000 “Little Giant” (小巨人) SMEs. BWT Beijing and Leaderdrive were both selected in the first batch of Little Giants in 2019.

These “government certified” SMEs gain access to significant support through access to finance, direct subsidies, research funding, collaboration with state entities and so on. In addition to deploying government resources, Beijing is also seeking to activate private firms and investors who, after recent crackdowns on tutoring and internet companies, are paying even more attention to government signals. But certified high-tech SMEs are required to excel, or else they could lose the government’s favor.

1.2 The mission for state-backed SMEs: Innovation, manufacturing strength and self-reliance

The core objectives of the accelerator state reflect the strategic goals of China’s government and their evolution in recent years. In fact, Beijing’s program of high-tech SME support is part and parcel of the Made in China 2025 (MiC2025) strategy. The Little Giants initiative – a centerpiece of the accelerator state – was first announced in 2016 in one of the implementation documents of that strategy. At its official launch in 2018, the Little Giants program was focused on pushing forward innovation in core technologies and products in the ten strategic manufacturing sectors outlined in the MiC2025 strategy, ranging from chips to robots to airplanes. About 80 percent of all Little Giant firms approved to date fit into these ten key sectors (see Exhibit 1).²

---

**Exhibit 1**

**The majority of Little Giant companies match the Made in China 2025 priority industries**

Share of Little Giant companies aligned with the Made in China 2025 ten core industries, by batch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch</th>
<th>New materials</th>
<th>New generation IT</th>
<th>Energy equipment; Agricultural equipment; High-end computerized machines &amp; robotics</th>
<th>Energy-saving &amp; new energy vehicles</th>
<th>Biomedicine &amp; high-performance medical equipment</th>
<th>Aviation &amp; space equipment</th>
<th>Maritime engineering equipment &amp; high-tech ships</th>
<th>Advanced railway transportation technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch 1 (2019)</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 2 (2020)</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 3 (2021)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch 4 (2022)</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “Batch” refers to the selection round for Little Giant firms.

Sources: Sohu, PatSnap, Wind
The sectoral focus of high-tech SME support matches Beijing’s focus on industrial upgrading and desire to prioritize the development of hard technologies over soft technologies, i.e., hardware and equipment over consumer-oriented software applications. Even though the latter generated huge revenue for China’s leading internet-based companies in recent years, the former has taken on the importance of underpinning the resilience of the manufacturing sector going forward.

Economic security is the other key objective of the accelerator state. In light of growing tensions with the United States, including the risk of having its access to foreign technology cut-off, Beijing has redoubled efforts to enhance innovation and plug gaps in local supply chains. References to bottleneck technology gaps that need to be plugged have become more and more commonplace in Chinese industrial policy documents (see Exhibit 2). SMEs have a vital role in providing technological breakthroughs and industrial security.

In Beijing’s eyes, among the most prized SMEs are those offering basic and foundational technologies and components, such as highly specific industrial machinery, measuring devices or robotic components. These niches are often occupied by a handful of European, American or Japanese suppliers, that tend to serve China through exports. For instance, 41 out of 44 Chinese metro systems use operation and maintenance measurement devices supplied by the Austrian company NEXTSENSE with fewer than 100 employees.

Many listed Little Giants are openly pursuing Beijing’s goal of import substitution. An analysis of 719 annual reports from Little Giant firms in 2021 found that 44 percent mentioned...
the term domestic substitution (国产替代) at least once. The application forms for recent batches of the Little Giants program include questions on how firms are contributing to efforts to localize and replace foreign inputs. As such, high-tech SMEs are explicitly intended to progressively replace foreign companies in China, and then challenge them in markets abroad.

2. TRYOUTS, TRAINING AND TIERS: HOW CHINA FOSTERS HIGH-TECH SMES

"The birth of a hidden champion is not a one-day effort. It requires a cultivation process with strategic patience … We should further enhance the cultivation and development of hidden champions in advanced manufacturing segments … especially those that can fill technological shortcomings …”

Dong Jingmei, Economic Forecasting Department at the State Information Center (affiliated with NDRC)

2.1 The pyramid cultivation system: From Innovative SME to Manufacturing Champion

China has developed a hierarchical framework of SME support in the form of a “pyramid cultivation system” (梯度培育体系). Like a sports coach trying to develop an Olympic team, Beijing is continually hosting tryouts at different levels – testing the merits of companies – and awarding benefits accordingly. Local and central government officials evaluate high-tech SMEs against a broad suite of economic and innovation criteria. The best are granted special titles, receive access to subsidies and policy support, and are trained to become world-class competitors.

The system runs on a good dose of competition in the selection process to ensure that supportive measures and resources are allocated to the most competitive and promising players. Like competing athletes, companies must “run races” against other firms in the open market to acquire market share and technological capabilities to prove their “fitness.” Government titles and support are granted for three years. Afterward, firms are re-evaluated based on their economic and innovation performance.

The fourth and lowest-ranked league of the tiered system is composed of manufacturing-focused “Innovative SMEs” (创新型中小企业) identified at the provincial level. Provincial governments can draw on this pool of innovative SMEs to select more advanced “Specialized SMEs” (专精特新中小企业), which can tap into a wide array of support mechanisms. The cream of the crop is then promoted to national “Little Giant” (小巨人) status, and after reaching a certain size, can be recognized as industry leaders in specific subsectors (制造业单项冠军) hereon referred to as “Manufacturing Champions.” Little Giants and Manufacturing Champions are model firms in China’s pursuit of innovation-driven development. China has set targets for the number of firms in each of these categories to reach by 2025 and already achieved its goal of cultivating 10,000 Little Giants (see Exhibit 3).

Leaderdrive has risen swiftly through the ranks of this system thanks to its ability to grow and win domestic market share in an area traditionally dominated by foreign firms. To begin with, provincial officials in Jiangsu awarded Leaderdrive titles such as “high-tech enterprise,” “science and technology-based SME” and its harmonic reducer products were deemed a “Specialized SME product.” In 2019, the company was included in the first batch of national-level Little Giant companies, and by the end of 2020, it had risen to the rank of a Manufacturing Champion.
The Manufacturing Champion, Little Giant and other initiatives have been launched at separate times and follow their own schedule for evaluating and announcing new awardees. Firms do not need to start from the bottom of the pyramid. For instance, in the last two batches of Manufacturing Champions, only about a quarter were derived from Little Giants, but the proportion has increased with each batch. Beijing is establishing a pipeline to track innovative firms from their early stages of development and accelerate their growth.

**Imitating Germany’s “hidden champions”**

A key source of inspiration for China’s acceleration system are Germany’s “hidden champions,” highly specialized and often unknown SMEs that dominate niche markets globally. The concept has been developed by German management theorist and consultant Hermann Simon to explain the success of German SMEs in global markets. These firms emerged organically from the economic and social circumstances present in Germany, such as excellent vocational training, close ties to social banks, and a distinctive corporate culture.

Longing after the manufacturing might displayed by Germany’s hidden champions, Chinese policy, think tank and investment banking documents regard them as a model to emulate. Beijing thinks that it can replicate their success through state intervention, essentially turning a bottom-up process on its head. The very different social and economic environment in China means that it is down to government officials to orchestrate the emergence of local hidden champions. Hence the cultivation system has been set up to identify potential success stories and channel state support.
2.2 Rigging the race: The shaping and misapplication of selection criteria

The government uses selection criteria to choose Little Giants and other types of high-tech SMEs. Officials at the municipal and provincial levels rely on them to evaluate and pick companies which they then recommend to higher authorities for further support. The criteria are broad in scope and cover aspects such as niche product focus, growth performance, the number of invention patents and R&D intensity (see Exhibit 4).

### Detailed criteria set the benchmark for Little Giant firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE FOURTH AND FIFTH BATCHES OF LITTLE GIANTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SME status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complies with SME classification; industrial firms with less than 1,000 employees or annual revenue less than CNY 400 million qualify as an SME.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector / product focus</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matches the ten key industries listed in the Made in China 2025 strategy; or main product related to core manufacturing components, software, processes, materials, or focused on gaps in the industrial supply chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average growth rate of revenue in the past two years not less than five percent; asset to liability ratio not higher than 70 percent; leading products in niche market occupy ten percent of domestic market share.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree of specialization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaged in a specific market segment for over three years, revenue from main business segment accounts for no less than 70 percent of total revenue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovation ability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of R&amp;D expenses to revenue no less than three percent over the past two years, possesses more than two invention patents are similar IP; recent recipients of national S&amp;T awards are exempt the innovation criteria.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such detailed criteria ought to enhance the identification of innovative SMEs. However, close examination of the firms granted special titles shows they do not necessarily tick all the boxes, and some appear to contradict the purpose of the accelerator program. Out of a sample of 44 robotics firms selected in the first two batches of the Little Giants program, many appear to fall below the selection standards or to undermine its objectives:

- **Too big:** Efort and Sanfeng Intelligent Equipment both had over CNY 1 billion in revenue and over 1,400 employees in 2018 and 2019 respectively, well beyond the SME threshold of CNY 400 million and 1000 employees.

- **Lacklustre economic performance:** Haozhi Industrial did not achieve the required average revenue or profit growth rate of 10 percent over the past two years. Ningxia Juneng Robotics recorded a liabilities-to-assets ratio over the ceiling of 70 percent.

- **Parent companies piggyback on subsidiaries:** Nine of the 44 companies are fully owned subsidiaries of larger firms. Siasun Robot & Automation and Shanghai STEP Electric Corporation are among China’s leading robot manufacturers, yet their subsidiaries were both successfully selected as Little Giant firms.
The MIIT does allow for some exceptions to be made for firms which score well in almost all areas but fail in others.\textsuperscript{22} Yet the frequency of leniency with selection criteria suggests that authorities have trouble finding enough firms that meet their prescribed benchmarks. It may also indicate that the scheme is being repurposed to suit local priorities, or that personal connections are influencing the results. China’s previous efforts to stimulate high-tech SME R&D efforts through the Innofund program have faced similar selection issues.\textsuperscript{23} The lax implementation of the selection process and apparent inability of the central government to enforce official criteria reflects an underlying weakness in China’s cultivation system.

3. FAST-TRACKING SME GROWTH: BEIJING’S COMPLETE FRAMEWORK FOR SME PROMOTION

“Guide more funds to the advanced manufacturing and strategic emerging industries, provide better service to key core technology research enterprises and Specialized SMEs.”

\textit{Yi Gang, Governor of the People’s Bank of China}\textsuperscript{24}

3.1 The golden ticket to an exclusive sponsorship program

Certified high-tech SMEs are granted a golden ticket to special treatment from public authorities. They are effectively the privileged sponsored athletes of China’s state acceleration system. The government is encouraging all state-connected entities to smooth the development pathway for high-tech SMEs. This means more state subsidies and R&D support, increased collaboration with universities and research institutes and a more favorable intellectual property (IP) system. Officials are also pushing for larger firms, especially SOEs, to engage more with local SMEs and incorporate them into their supply chains.

Most notably, policymakers are guiding the financial system to provide additional capital to innovative SMEs. These steps mark a notable shift in direction for financial institutions in China. The structure of the financial system has for decades directed more capital towards large state-connected firms, at the expense of SMEs. The government only recently began attempts to limit these entrenched biases.\textsuperscript{25} Greater tolerance of defaults and insolvency weakened the implicit state guarantee associated with such large firms. However, these reform efforts appear to be half-baked.\textsuperscript{26} To overcome ongoing financing challenges, Beijing has more directly increased access to loans, reformed domestic stock markets and activated dedicated funds to support innovative SMEs.\textsuperscript{27}

The importance of equity financing, as well as other diverse sources of state support, is evident from the example of Leaderdrive. The robotics Little Giant firm received a large windfall following its listing on the STAR market in 2020. Moreover, it is the beneficiary of direct equity investments from private and public investors, including government guidance funds. The firm has secured significant bank loans. On the R&D front, Leaderdrive has developed long-term collaborative partnerships with several universities and was involved in four National Key R&D programs between 2017 and 2019.\textsuperscript{28} Some of the largest indigenous producers of industrial robotics provide steady and ongoing demand for Leaderdrive’s products.
Beijing orchestrates state-connected actors to support high-tech SMEs

Key actors in China’s SME support ecosystem and their respective roles

- **Party state entity**
- **Private entity**
- **Guides**
- **Provides**

### Theory

- **Government**
  - Certification, subsidies, loans, investment
  - Stock market
  - Government guidance funds (GGFs)
  - Banks
  - Other investors

- **Certified high-tech SMEs**
- **Pool of SMEs**

- **UNIVERSITIES**
  - Commercialization of R&D output
  - Guaranteed market, resources, funding, information

- **LARGE FIRMS, SOEs**
  - R&D support, spinoffs, talent
  - Fill technological gaps in supply chain

- **FINANCIAL SECTOR**
  - Loans, investment
  - Returns
  - Resources, funding, information about SMEs

### Practice: The case of Leaderdrive

- **Government**
  - CNY 14 million in subsidies*

- **GGFs:**
  - Advanced Manufacturing Ind. Investment Fund
  - CNY 1.1 billion raised by IPO
  - Owns 4.96% of shares

- **Other investors**
  - CNY 310 million in short- & long-term loans*
  - CNY 169 million paid-in capital

- **UNIVERSITIES:**
  - Harbin Institute of Technology, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Southeast University

- **LARGE FIRMS, SOEs:**
  - Estun, Siasun Robotics, Huashu Robot, Shanghai STEP Electric

- **Leaderdrive**
  - R&D support
  - Key customers

*Values for 2022

Sources: MERICS based on MIIT, Leaderdrive annual reports and website, industry reporting and Wind Financial Terminal
A key aspect of China’s new blend of state capitalism is the certification effect, i.e., the impact of the government’s stamp of approval. Earning the “Specialized SME” or “Little Giant” label indicates that an SME is a leader among their peers with significant growth and innovation potential, as well as preferential access to government support. This sets in motion a virtuous cycle for certified high-tech SMEs, whereby state benefits increase their growth outlook, leading to more funding from investors, faster expansion, additional opportunities to access state support, and so on, with some firms eventually listing on the stock market.

Explicit government-backing can work as a form of last-mile guidance for investments on top of the list of sector priorities produced by the party state. For instance, power equipment producer Guizhou Changtong Electric Ltd. received CNY 100 million from state-backed funds and further interest from other investors soon after being granted the Little Giant title in 2021. Considering Beijing’s recent tech rectification campaign, Little Giants are increasingly viewed as sound investment options. According to Bloomberg, one venture capital firm only invests in Little Giants. Numerous bank reports also highlight Little Giants as aligned with government policy and displaying strong growth potential.

3.2 A shot of adrenaline: Carving out dedicated financing channels for high-tech SMEs

Not content with market forces determining where capital flows, Beijing is further increasing its guidance over where capital should be allocated. China’s accelerator state directly invests and guides private investors about where they should put their money. More of that cash now ends up in the pockets of government-certified SMEs.

![Exhibit 6](image_url)

Both private and public capital is channelled toward innovative SMEs

The financial system fueling Beijing’s accelerator system

- **Provider of financial resources**: Private investors
- **Intermediary of financial flows**: Government guidance funds, state-connected and large firms, banks, venture capital and private equity firms, stock markets
- **Micro and SMEs**: Certified high-tech SMEs in priority sectors

Source: MERICS
3.2.1 Direct financing strengthened through equity markets

Beijing aspires to blend state intervention with market forces by creating a multi-tier capital market that can channel more direct financing to priority firms like Little Giants throughout their development. To fulfill this objective, the government has vastly expanded listing opportunities for high-tech SMEs on the mainland stock markets.

- Regional over-the-counter trading markets have emerged as an important tool for promoting the development of innovative SMEs. As of November 2022, 20 out of China’s 35 regional equity markets had set up Specialized SME boards and ten more had plans in place.

- The new Beijing Stock Exchange (BSE) was created in 2021 to expand listing opportunities. It provides a complementary steppingstone between the provincial OTC markets and the more mature markets dedicated to tech-intensive firms (see below). To match the characteristics of SMEs, the exchange has wider volatility bands than other mainland exchanges and has more flexible listing criteria.

- Policymakers have also liberalized the smaller and tech-intensive STAR and ChiNext stock markets. The STAR market was the first to trial a registration-based IPO approval procedure, which was later expanded to the ChiNext market, the Beijing Stock Exchange, and eventually all Chinese stock exchanges. This procedure grants stock exchanges the authority to determine whether a company can issue public stocks, solely based on official criteria, rather than requiring verification by the CSRC.

*Data valid as of March 31, 2023.

Source: Exchange websites, CYZone

---

China’s main financial exchanges serving high-tech SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHINEXT</th>
<th>STAR MARKET</th>
<th>BEIJING STOCK EXCHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year founded</strong></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location</strong></td>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum estimated market value at IPO</strong></td>
<td>CNY 1 billion</td>
<td>CNY 1 billion</td>
<td>CNY 200 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Approval procedure</strong></td>
<td>Registration-based since 2020</td>
<td>Registration-based since inception</td>
<td>Registration-based since inception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of listed firms</strong>*</td>
<td>1,247</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Little Giants (share of total firms listed)</strong></td>
<td>247 (20 percent)</td>
<td>220 (43 percent)</td>
<td>73 (40 percent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data valid as of March 31, 2023.

Source: Exchange websites, CYZone
So far only a small share of Little Giant firms have managed to go public, yet they make up a significant share of new listings on China’s stock exchanges. In 2022, 40 percent of listings on the Shanghai, Shenzhen and Beijing stock exchanges were made by Little Giant companies.\(^{37}\)

The amount of capital raised through IPO by Little Giant companies in recent years typically falls in the range of CNY 100 million to CNY 4 billion. Notable examples of listings in early 2023 include:\(^{38}\)

- **Unicomp Technology** (CNY 3 billion in funds raised), a provider of X-ray smart inspection technology for semiconductors, electronic manufacturing and new energy batteries;

- **Naruida Technology** (CNY 1.8 billion in funds raised), a producer of radar hardware and detection systems, used for weather detection, water conservancy monitoring and civil aviation;

- **Nanjing Gova Technology** (CNY 1.3 billion in funds raised), a manufacturer of pressure sensors, temperature sensors, accelerometers, motion detectors, applied in aerospace, rail transportation and metallurgy sectors.

Not as significant as the stock markets for SME financing, bond markets have also been reformed to help SMEs. Leading ministries issued instructions to support high-quality SMEs to issue bonds in the capital market.\(^{39}\) The regulators and main industrial federation issued a notice aiming to ease bond issuance by private firms, especially in strategic sectors, covering collective bonds for SMEs.\(^{40}\)

### 3.2.2 Beijing pushes the banking sector to provide more loan financing

China’s fully state-controlled banking system has sprung into action to increase lending to high-tech SMEs. In the words of a Beijing-based joint stock bank credit manager, no matter whether the Specialized SME is certified by the central or local government, banks will now approve loans more quickly and under more generous conditions.\(^{41}\)

Notable policy developments dedicated to boosting loans to high-tech SMEs include:

- **Monetary policy guidance targeting SMEs:** The PBOC has guided banks to channel extra financing capacity freed up by multiple cuts in the required reserve ratio toward SMEs. This relaxation has pushed down the ratio to be set aside for each loan from 16.5 percent in 2017 to 7.8 in 2023 on average, freeing up roughly CNY 19 trillion of liquidity.\(^{42}\)

- **Specialized PBOC financing instruments:** Since 2018, specific PBOC financing and refinancing facilities have been established that target SMEs or innovative firms, to incentivize banks to provide such loans. For instance, in 2022 the PBOC set up a CNY 200 billion quota for a science and technology innovation refinancing instrument that also covers Specialized SMEs.\(^{43}\) This is part of a clear ambition to “guide more funds to invest in advanced manufacturing and strategic emerging industries, and better serve key core technology research enterprises and Specialized SMEs”.\(^{44}\)

The political shift in lending practices is trickling down through China’s banking system. The China Development Bank, one of China’s policy banks, announced that it provided CNY 13.1 billion in loans to 44 Little Giants and 71 Specialized SMEs in the first three
quarters of 2022. Local level financial institutions are also following through. For instance, the Guangdong government together with three banks has pledged CNY 600 billion in financing support for Specialized SMEs during the 14th FYP period. Banks, like the Chengdu branch of Minsheng Bank, are trying to improve their services for high-tech SMEs by introducing new SME departments.45

3.2.3 Government guidance funds channel additional capital to priority firms

Government guidance funds (GGFs) have become one of the main tools to directly channel financial resources toward China’s industrial objectives. This is a clear sign that Beijing is not leaving it up to market forces to capitalize strategic firms. Promoted on a national scale from 2014 onward, estimates suggest that GGFs had raised around CNY 6 trillion of capital by mid-2021.46 High-level policy documents on the cultivation of SMEs underline the key role of GGFs in supporting high-tech SMEs and manufacturing.47 As such, it is quite common to see such funds among the shareholders of Little Giant firms.

In line with guidance from Beijing, GGFs bring in shareholders or limited partners in a structure similar to venture capital and private equity funds.48 This makes them naturally suited to provide capital to growing and smaller firms. GGFs frequently operate as funds of funds, which effectively transfers the political objectives of their investments to other venture capital and private equity firms and increases the number of public and private funds channeling equity towards high-tech SMEs.49 GGFs collect capital from banks, local governments, SOEs and private investors (although private investment is small and far off government targets) to guide the flow of financial resources to priority areas.

The limited prospects for SMEs to list publicly is one of the main challenges hindering the growth of a more dynamic Chinese venture capital scene. Hence GGFs and the stock market reforms mentioned above are highly complementary, with public listings potentially allowing GGFs to generate hefty returns that can be then re-invested into new firms.50

3.3 Full body workout: Diverse measures help SMEs to innovate and compete

While directing financial flows towards high-tech SMEs is the most powerful item on Beijing’s training plan, the government is introducing a well-rounded training regime to facilitate the development of SMEs into internationally competitive champions. The government is embedding them in China’s innovation system and matching SMEs with large firms – as financiers, clients and mentors.

3.3.1 Providing cash to cultivate Little Giants

The government is providing subsidies to cash-strapped high-tech SMEs often active in capital-intensive manufacturing sectors. Vast regional differences remain, and wealthy local governments often go above and beyond to support their local high-tech SMEs. Guangzhou is a particularly generous patron51:

- **Cultivation:** Guangzhou offers CNY 500,000 to provincial-level Specialized SMEs and CNY 2 million to Little Giants

- **Rent:** One-off rent subsidies of up to CNY 2 million
**Investments:** New investments into land or production facilities are subsidized by 5 percent up to CNY 100 million

**Relocation:** Little Giants that relocate to Guangzhou receive an additional CNY 2 million

**Technologies:** Up to CNY 500,000 for selling equipment listed that has been listed on government catalogs

**Talent:** Up to CNY 200,000 for talent support

Close relations with local governments can have a massive impact on Chinese SMEs. Little Giant Guizhou Anda Technology & Energy (Guizhou Anda) produces new lithium battery cathode materials and is a key supplier of BYD. In 2022, a year after becoming a Little Giant, the firm formed a JV with the Nanning and Hengzhou city governments (both in Guizhou) to produce lithium iron phosphate – benefitting China’s downstream EV industry. The city governments not only granted the land and production equipment, but an industrial investment fund also covered 49 percent of the JV’s investment costs allowing Guizhou Anda to scale.

### 3.3.2 Collaboration between universities and high-tech SMEs

High-tech SMEs can use cooperation projects to outsource research, innovation and training activities. However, China’s SMEs have had difficulties in identifying suitable university partners and making collaborations work. The central government has made clear that it wants this to change. Beijing expects – and makes funding dependent on – universities and research institutes to cultivate high-tech SMEs, for instance by supplying them with waiting-to-be-commercialized research.

Central policy measures are trickling down to local governments. The city of Nanjing intends to cultivate 1,000 Specialized SMEs, 300 Little Giants and 30 Manufacturing Champions and has issued a dedicated policy to boost SME-university collaboration. Shanghai Jiaotong University together with the Shanghai Municipal SME Development Service Center established an SME empowerment platform. This program grants 16 certified high-tech SMEs, among them Shanghai Recoen Laser Tech and medical device supplier Push Medical, access to training and consulting opportunities. 14 of the university’s professors act as dual-employed mentors for Little Giants.

### 3.3.3 Integrating Specialized SMEs into the supply chains of large firms

The relationship between Little Giant ComNav Technology and Guangzhou-based Manufacturing Champion South GNSS Naviation is indicative of the ties Beijing wants to foster between high-tech SMEs and large corporates. ComNav produces specialized computer chips and computer boards for high-precision navigation positioning. The company was established to provide a local alternative to South GNSS Navigation, a producer of satellite receivers, which previously sourced the same components from expensive foreign suppliers such as American company Trimble Inc.52

Both sides ought to benefit from greater linkages. Beyond acting as a reliable customer, large companies can help SMEs by addressing their external financing difficulties. As banks hesitate to lend to small firms, large corporates are expected to become financial backers and intermediaries – as they have a more granular understanding of their suppliers’ opera-
In April 2022, State Grid’s Jiaxing subsidiary started supplying CITIC Bank with information on the electricity usage of SMEs to improve their financing. For their part, SMEs are expected to fill gaps in the domestic supply and value chains of large corporates. Their role is to advance import-substitution as quickly as possible, through their specialization, dynamism and flexibility.

The government steers the large-small firm coupling and has released guidelines on how to do so. One way is through match-making events. The first such event at the national level was held in Qingdao in June 2022. There, local heavyweight Haier put forward 63 match-making demands focused on intelligent home appliances, biomedicals and industrial internet. The MIIT think tank China Academy for Information and Communications Technology (CAICT) has since built an online platform to match large firms with SMEs. SOEs are also expected to support high-tech SMEs. They will be evaluated based on their contributions.

3.3.4 Supporting SMEs to use research outputs and protect their IPR

Beijing also intends to spur innovation and cultivate high-tech SMEs by tweaking intellectual property rights (IPR) regulations.

Situated in one of China’s four silk capitals, textile equipment producer Huzhou Modern Textile Machinery (Huzhou Textile) – a Specialized SME – had faced difficulties to develop equipment that can weave fabrics thinner than 2 mm. But then Huzhou Textile came across a Zhejiang university professor who held an important patent. The patentee and Huzhou Textile are now jointly developing a prototype that could raise revenues by up to 30 percent. The collaboration is not accidental. Huzhou Textile found the patent via Zhejiang’s open licensing platform set up in 2021 which allowed firms to access 379 patents without having to pay royalties or license fees.

Apart from open licensing, the government also wants to better protect the IPR of high-tech SMEs. As access to foreign technology becomes more cumbersome and Chinese firms edge closer to the global technological frontier, policymakers have come to prioritize IPR protection. The local patent office in Jinan, Shandong, has trained 48 Specialized SMEs on IPR protection and Sichuan’s provincial government has formed a research team to survey the IPR needs of local SMEs. Local IP authorities are instructed to pay special attention to high-tech SMEs, which could lead to special treatment in court rulings in favor of such companies to the detriment of other high-tech firms – both local and foreign.

4. GOING FOR GOLD: ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF CHINA’S STATE ACCELERATION SYSTEM

The cultivation work has achieved certain results and has attracted widespread attention from society, but it also faces problems such as inconsistent standards, inaccurate services, and unbalanced development.”

Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

4.1 Risks and rewards: The potential outcomes of China’s new approach to industrial policy

Four years on from the release of the first batch of Little Giant firms, China’s acceleration system appears to be delivering on its primary objectives. The system has identified inno-

SOEs are also expected to support high-tech SMEs
ervative SMEs and some have already risen to become leaders in their field. Among the first three batches of Little Giant enterprises, 114 grew into Manufacturing Champions. Little Giant firms such as Leaderdrive, Endovastec and Unicomp Technology are helping to enhance China’s industrial self-reliance. They have contributed to advancing localization in strategic sectors such as robots, medical equipment and semiconductors.

Perhaps the most important achievement so far is how Beijing’s new financing model is channeling more capital toward SMEs. Data shows that more loans and investments have gone to SMEs since 2019. The share of micro-, small- and medium-sized enterprises in total bank loans has risen from 35 percent from 2015 to 2019 to 41 percent in September 2022. The share of capital raised on SME-oriented stock exchanges has also grown from 33 percent in 2018 to 43 percent in 2022. According to figures compiled by CYZone (a Chinese start-up platform), over CNY 900 billion in capital has been raised by Little Giants between 2018 and October 2022. The number of Little Giant firms going public has also increased each year since the start of the program, rising to 137 in 2021 and adding 133 during the first ten months of 2022.

Nevertheless, inherent tensions and conflicting priorities within the accelerator state approach pose underlying risks, such as bad investments and misuse of funds earmarked for high-tech SMEs. This can be seen, for instance, in the process for identifying innovative firms. There is a risk that due to political distortions, a significant share of resources dedicated to the Little Giants program will flow into large parent companies or underperforming firms rather than promoting the growth of dynamic, independent firms. This is the weakness of what remains a primarily top-down approach, in contrast to how specialized SMEs developed elsewhere.

The government’s attempt to steer private investment toward certain industries and firms undermines the ability of the private sector to respond to market signals. Through the state-led cultivation system, the government is pointing to where the honey pot is, reflecting its constrained embrace of market mechanisms. This is not without its drawbacks:

- Government signaling on priority sectors and specific companies could exclude firms with strong innovation potential that have been left out of the scheme while directing more resources to underperforming firms that play the “government-certified” card. Insiders from the government and industry could also exploit the certification effect provided to government-backed firms, by pumping and dumping related stocks.

- Recent analysis suggests that firms with investments from entities with government ties perform worse than their more private counterparts, and that investment from state-connected entities also makes firms less attractive for other private investors.

- Concerns have been raised about the viability of the Beijing Stock Exchange given its focus on smaller firms, which are generally less suited to public trading. Small companies issue fewer shares, leading to less liquidity and difficulties in trading the stock.

The accelerator state system is not perfect and like all government intervention is bound to generate a certain amount of duplication, misuse or misallocation of resources. Ultimately for the government, the priority is future proofing local industry and it is willing to pay a premium to advance that aim. Self-sufficiency is not feasible, but Beijing is eager to get as close as possible to independent supply chains in certain strategic areas. To what extent it can meet these lofty goals, and what the costs will be, remains to be seen.
4.2 From rookie to champion: The looming challenge for foreign firms

The strategic sectors identified by Beijing are often dominated by foreign, especially European SMEs and the selection criteria of the fourth and fifth batch of Little Giants explicitly aim to replace foreign firms in key value chains. Foreign manufacturing firms, large and small, ought to be wary that one of the over 70,000 Specialized SMEs and more than 12,000 Little Giants could target their core business area. These magnets of state support are not only likely to compete more effectively in China’s domestic market but also to increase competition in third markets.

The sheltered position of China’s high-tech SMEs within their huge home market is a crucial advantage over their foreign competitors. Once they have scaled up domestic production and reached a size enabling them to invest more in R&D and overseas expansion, they are very well placed to tackle foreign markets. European firms do not have access to this sort of “safe haven.” The impact will be felt particularly in areas of emerging technologies where China expects Little Giants to act as key innovators and lead market growth, such as renewable energy, power equipment, medical technology, EVs etc.

Little Giants have already begun their entry into foreign markets. BWT Beijing, the producer of semiconductor lasers, sells its products in more than 70 countries around the world. Medtech firm Endovastec’s international business covers 22 countries in Europe, Latin America, Southeast Asia. In addition, Unicomp Technology has exported its industrial X-ray equipment to more than 60 countries and regions. These firms have a global reach and will naturally seek out new markets once they have established themselves at home.

The blurry lines between private ownership and state backing will make it difficult to hold China accountable and ensure a level-playing field. Foreign firms will likely be reluctant to challenge the preferential treatment granted to government-certified SMEs for fear of retaliation and therefore need to rely on the efforts of their home governments to advocate on their behalf. However, the new system of state support is in large part opaque, given the incorporation of further market mechanisms and private actors. This will render the application of anti-foreign subsidy laws more difficult.

China’s ambitious program to develop an “Olympic team” of high-tech SMEs is nearing full scale and seeks to challenge the position of foreign companies in China and abroad. Over the coming years, Chinese authorities will continue to refine the system and draw on a pool of thousands of promising firms to advance its technological capabilities in key areas. There is no guarantee that China will succeed in any particular product or sector, and as shown above, the system has its flaws. Yet in many areas, SMEs aligned with national strategic objectives will gain a significant boost thanks to Beijing’s new industrial focus. Foreign firms will need to continue to innovate and deepen their own competitiveness to stay ahead.
Leveraging state-control over the economy to support SMEs

Selected policy measures to support certified high-tech SMEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY POLICY MEASURES TO FOSTER HIGH-TECH SME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bankrolling high-tech SMEs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ From 2021 to 2025 the central government will provide at least CNY 10 billion in direct funds to support 10,000 Little Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Local governments often match the national-level subsidies and offer additional financial support related to SME cultivation, training, investment etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promoting R&amp;D collaboration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Specialized SMEs receive subsidies towards university-industry innovation and support for finding suitable partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Specialized SMEs that have R&amp;D cooperation projects with universities receive priority recommendations for Little Giant applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Universities and researchers are evaluated based on their technical consulting services and cooperation projects with companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promoting R&amp;D collaboration</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrating SMEs into the supply chains of large companies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Encourage large corporates and SOEs to share their technological needs with Specialized SMEs to allow them to develop relevant products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Promote large firms address SMEs’ capital needs through supply chain financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ SOEs will receive additional points in their KPIs for promoting the integration and innovation of Specialized SMEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strengthening IPR protection and use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Prioritize Specialized SMEs in patent applications and provide trainings on IP applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Promote open patent licensing and further develop IP financial services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Increase the severity of administrative rulings on patent infringement disputed involving Specialized SMEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Assist Specialized SMEs to develop through IP creation, also overseas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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